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Correction. The proposed factoring method
Check whether fgcd(Y 2i
 Z2i+`
;N)g = fp;qg holds for some i with 0  i < t
fails if Y 2i
=  Z2i+`
holds for some i with 0  i < t, otherwise it factors N with probability
1
2. In the rst case continue the factoring algorithm as follows until it factors N with
probability 1
2:
Supplemental steps to the factoring algorithm. Repeat the entire algorithm using
independent coin 
ips and construct independent pairs (Y;Z) with Y 2t
= Z2t+`
mod N
until either of the following two cases arises.
Case I. Y 2i
6=  Z2i+`
for all i with 0  i < t holds for some (Y;Z). Then terminate as
the proposed factoring method succeeds using Y;Z with probability 1
2.
Case II. Y 2i
=  Z2i+`
holds for two independent pairs (Y;Z);(Y 0;Z0). Then replace
these pairs by (Ynew;Znew) with Ynew := Y Y 0; Znew := ZZ0. If Y 2inew
new =  Z2inew+`
new
holds for some inew then we have inew < i, otherwise terminate ( as the proposed
factoring method succeeds using Ynew;Znew with probability 1
2 ).
Continue the repetitions of the entire algorithm using idependent coin 
ips and con-
tinue to decrease i until the algorithm either terminates in Case I or enters Case
II with i = 1. In the latter case the proposed factoring method succeeds using
Ynew;Znew with probability 1
2, in particular fgcd(Ynew  Znew;N)g = fp;qg holds
with probability 1
2.
With the supplemental steps the algorithm factorizes N with probability 1
2. The supple-
mental steps increase the time bound for factoring by a factor O(`). The correctness proof
of the amended factoring method uses the following observation
We see from Y 2t
= Z2t+`
mod N that Z2`
=Y is a 2t-root of 1 mod N. This root is
not necessarily uniformly distributed over all 2t-roots of 1 mod N. But it is uniformly
distributed within certain cosets.
Fact. Let Y = Y (Z2t
) be a function of Z2t
that solves Y 2t
= Z2t+`
mod N with ` < t.
Then Z2`
=Y takes the roots in c0 RN(2t)2`
with equal probability for all c0 2 RN(2t),
where RN(2t) denotes the group of 2t-roots of 1 mod N and RN(2t)2`
 RN(2t) denotes
the subgroup of 2`-powers.
All subsequent factoring algorithms in the paper have to be amended in the same way.
1